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Abstract All six great apes, gorillas Gorilla gorilla and G. beringei, chimpanzees Pan troglodytes and P. paniscus, and orang-utans Pongo pygmaeus and P. abelii, are categorized as Endangered on the 2000 IUCN Red List and face many threats to their continued existence in the wild. These threats include loss of habitat to settlement, logging and agriculture, illegal hunting for bushmeat and traditional medicine, the live ape trade, civil unrest and infectious diseases. The great apes are highly susceptible to many human diseases, some of which can be fatal while others can cause marked morbidity. There is increasing evidence that diseases can be transmitted from humans to free-living habituated apes, sometimes with serious consequences. If protective measures are not improved, ape populations that are frequently in close contact with people will eventually be affected by the inadvertent transmission of human diseases. This paper describes the risks, sources and circumstances of infectious disease transmission from humans to great apes during and consequent upon habituation for tourism and research. A major problem is that the regulations that protect habituated apes from the transmission of disease from people are often poorly enforced. Suggestions are made for improving the enforcement of existing regulations governing ape-based tourism, and for minimizing the risk of disease transmission between humans, both local people and international visitors, and the great apes.
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Introduction
The great apes, gorillas Gorilla gorilla and Gorilla beringei, chimpanzees Pan troglodytes and Pan paniscus, and orang-utans Pongo pygmaeus and Pongo abelii, face many threats to their continued existence in the wild (Hilton-Taylor, 2000; Groves, 2001). These threats include loss of habitat to settlement, logging and agriculture, illegal hunting for bushmeat and traditional medicine, the live ape trade, civil unrest and infectious diseases (Amman, 2001; Butynski, 2001; Rijksen, 2001; Wilkie, 2001). All six species of great ape are categorized as Endangered on the 2000 IUCN Red List (Hilton-Taylor, 2000; Butynski, 2001).

‘Close-contact’ tourism is often proposed as the best way to guarantee the continued existence of the great apes and their habitats in Africa and South-east Asia (but see Butynski & Kalina, 1998). To render the shy forest dwelling apes more accessible to researchers and tourists, selected groups of apes are subjected to a taming process known as habituation. This entails the gradual familiarization of the apes to the close presence of humans. In the case of gorillas, this process requires almost daily contact for 3–24 months (Butynski & Kalina, 1998). In the 1990s more than six new ape-habituation projects were initiated for research or tourism purposes in Central Africa alone (Butynski & Kalina, 1998). Habituation of orang-utans for tourism and research has taken place in Borneo and Sumatra (Karesh, 1995; Rijksen, 2001).

However, close contact carries with it considerable risks of disease transmission (Wolfe et al., 1998; Homsy, 1999; Adams et al., 1999, 2001; Wallis & Lee, 1999; Butynski, 2001), and increasing levels of research, tourism and protected area management have resulted in an increase in the frequency of close contact between humans and apes. The purpose of this paper is to draw attention to the risks of disease transmission from humans to free-ranging great apes that are subjected to habituation for tourism or research purposes in Africa and South-east Asia, and to suggest measures for reduction of this threat.

The risks
There is little published work on the diseases of free-living great apes (but see Cousins, 1972; Kalter, 1980; Ashford et al., 1990, 1996; Wolfe et al., 2001). Gorillas, chimpanzees and orang-utans are phylogenetically close to humans and are thus susceptible to many of the
infectious diseases of humans. Some of these diseases can be fatal, and others can cause marked morbidity with severe consequences for normal behaviour and reproduction (Kalter, 1980; Butynski, 2001). The main routes of transmission of human diseases to apes are respiratory (aerosol) and faecal-oral (Hudson, 1992; Kalena & Cooper, 1996; Butynski & Kalina, 1998; Homsy, 1999; Wallis & Lee, 1999). Contact with objects contaminated by disease, such as boots, clothes, used toilet paper and tissue handkerchiefs, and biting insects may also play an important role in the transmission of infectious diseases.

The great apes and humans share a considerable array of communicable diseases, including the common cold, pneumonia, influenza, hepatitis, smallpox, chicken pox, bacterial meningitis, tuberculosis, measles, rubella, mumps, yellow fever, paralytic poliomyelitis, encephalomyocarditis, and Ebola fever. Parasitic diseases are also shared, including malaria, schistosomiasis, giardiasis, filariasis, and infection with *Strongyloides* spp., *Entamoeba* spp., *Oesophagostomum* spp., *Acanthocephala* spp., *Cyclospora* sp., *Giardia* sp., and *Sarcocystis* sp. (Benirschke & Adams, 1989; Kalter, 1980, 1986; Toft, 1986; Ashford et al., 1990, 1996; Meder, 1994; Smith et al., 1996; Wolfe et al., 1998; Homsy, 1999; Sleeman et al., 2000; Wolfe et al., 2001).

The introduction of human-borne infections into populations of wild great apes, especially when the population is small, could be catastrophic (May, 1988; McGrew et al., 1989; Woodford, 1989; Kalina & Butynski, 1995; McCallum & Dobson, 1995; Butynski & Kalina, 1998; Homsy, 1999), and there is increasing evidence that diseases are transmitted from humans to free-living habituated apes (Goodall, 1971; Hastings et al., 1991; Kortlandt, 1996). If protective measures are not improved, it is probable that ape populations that are subjected to frequent close contact with researchers, tourists, tourist guides or military escorts will be affected by the inadvertent transmission of a human disease (McGrew et al., 1989; Shelley, 1989; Shelley & Hastings, 1989; Woodford, 1989; Murray, 1990; Hudson, 1992; Macfie, 1996; Butynski & Kalina, 1998; Butynski, 2001). Large numbers of humans in close contact with small populations of apes may result in a disaster similar to that seen with canine distemper virus in African wild dogs *Lycaon pictus* and lions *Panthera leo* in contact with domestic dogs in the Serengeti ecosystem of Tanzania (Alexander & Appel, 1994; Roelke-Parker et al., 1996).

Several factors can influence the likelihood of disease transmission to habituated great apes. The most important of these include the health status and epidemiological backgrounds of those humans entering the habitats of the great apes (Adams et al., 1999, 2001). Some diseases carried by humans and their domestic animals can cross the species barrier and may cause rapid mortality in the new hosts (Rossiter, 1990; Holmes, 1996; Butynski, 2001). Small populations living in fragmented, unstable ecosystems may be at particular risk (May, 1988; Hudson, 1992; McCallum & Dobson, 1995; Holmes, 1996). In addition, habituated gorillas subjected to tourism in Rwanda and Uganda have exhibited behavioural changes. They now forage and sleep outside their traditional ranges and venture onto cultivated land, where the chance of contracting human infections is greater because of increased proximity to human habitations (Madden, 1998; Homsy, 1999; J.M. Sleeman, pers. comm.).

**Sources of disease exposure**

**Tourists**

Travellers, both local and international, can bring novel strains of pathogens to an area, but may show few clinical signs of disease (Adams et al., 1999, 2001). In addition, clinical signs may be modified or suppressed by medication and therefore hard to detect. Long flights, unfamiliar diets and climatic conditions, and changes of biorhythm and sleep pattern may stress tourists, and they may also be immuno-suppressed by medication or disease (Wilson, 1995; Ostroff & Kozarsky, 1998). As a result, shortly after arrival visitors from overseas often suffer from locally acquired intestinal infections, which may be introduced into the apes’ habitat. Visitors have often paid large sums of money to view the apes and may therefore be unwilling to reveal that they are ill. A recent self-reported medical history survey carried out on visitors to the habituated chimpanzees in Kibale National Park, Uganda, indicated a high prevalence of the clinical signs of overt disease, especially diarrhoea, and several ongoing infections. Few visitors had current vaccinations. A concurrent survey of local residents revealed a similar situation, with predominant signs of respiratory disease (Adams et al., 2001).

**Researchers and managers**

Persons engaged in research or management of habituated great apes must obey an even stricter hygiene protocol than tourists, because increased frequency and/or duration of contact with the apes puts researchers and managers at greater risk of infecting or being infected by the apes. *Herpesvirus hominis* and common respiratory viruses are likely to be transmitted by researchers (Ott-Joslin, 1993).

**Guides and guards**

Guides and guards are in daily contact with tourists and their potential pathogens as well as having contact...
with many indigenous pathogens, to some of which they may themselves be resistant. These staff and their families rarely have the benefit of vaccination or medical care. Some guides remain in contact with ape groups long after the tourists have departed so that the groups can be readily located the next morning. Training guides in the enforcement of hygiene regulations and providing them and their families with good preventative medical care are thus of paramount importance.

Unintentional human contacts

Of the humans that come in contact with free-living apes, least control can be exerted over villagers, poachers, prospectors, miners, loggers, forest-product gatherers, and in areas of political unrest, refugees, aid workers, soldiers and bandits. Any of these people may carry a multiplicity of potential diseases that can threaten populations of apes (Islam et al., 1995; Wallis & Lee, 1999; Adams et al., 2001). In the case of refugees, the disease risks are exacerbated by over-crowding, exposure to the elements, poor sanitation and malnutrition. In the buffer zone of the Kahuzi-Biega National Park, Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), the frequency of infection with Entamoeba spp. and Giardia sp. was, respectively, three times and 10 times greater in humans than in the sympatric gorillas (Eilenberger, 1997). Contamination of the environment by the excretions of large numbers of sick and destitute refugees has obvious implications for the health and survival of great ape populations in areas where they and refugees coexist.

Pathogens and disease transmission

The infectious agents that could potentially spread to the great apes from humans and, to a lesser extent, that could present a threat to humans, can be categorized according to their mode of transmission.

Aerosol/inhalation transmission

Diseases transmitted by aerosol (coughs and sneezes), sputum (spitting) and nasal discharges include the viruses of the common cold and influenza, the viral infections of human childhood (poliomyelitis, mumps, measles and chicken pox), and the bacilli of Mycobacterium tuberculosis (White et al., 1972; Myers et al., 1987; Wolfe et al., 1998). The risk of aerosol-inhalation infection is directly proportional to the closeness of contact. Coughing, sneezing and spitting can all project infectious aerosols several metres (Thomson & Aberd, 1916; Habel, 1945). Tissue handkerchiefs are an attraction to young apes and, when discarded, will frequently be snatched up and eaten (M. Woodford, pers. obs.). The ultraviolet component of direct sunlight will kill M. tuberculosis in 20–30 hours (Brack, 1987), but cultures maintained at 37°C have been found to be viable and infective after 12 years when protected from sunlight (Chadwick, 1982). In the dim light of the apes’ damp forest environment M. tuberculosis might survive for a considerable time.

Five chimpanzees died of suspected pneumonia in Kasakela Community, Gombe National Park, Tanzania in 1968 (Goodall, 1986), and a further nine died from a similar disease in 1987 (Wallis & Lee, 1999). In 1996 a respiratory disease killed at least 11 chimpanzees at Mitumba Community, Gombe (Wallis & Lee, 1999); these apes rarely approached the local villages and the only humans that had close contact with them were the researchers and park personnel. A respiratory disease, possibly influenza of human origin, killed at least 11 chimpanzees in Mahale Mountains National Park, Tanzania, in September 1993 (Hosaka, 1995). There was no human influenza epidemic amongst the park’s residents, but tourists visiting the chimpanzees at the time were observed to suffer from heavy colds and may have been the source of infection (Hosaka, 1995).

In a 32-year period 42 chimpanzees at Gombe National Park either died or were crippled, apparently as a result of outbreaks of transmissible diseases, some of which affected their human contacts simultaneously, and all of which were potentially infectious for both apes and humans (Butynski, 2001). Although no specimens were taken in any of these outbreaks, and no firm diagnoses were made, these infections could have been introduced by the researchers, the local attendants or the foreign tourists. Regardless of the source of infection, the deaths and sickness of so many animals caused considerable social disruption in this chimpanzee community, and affected a 35-year-old research project and the tourism programme at Gombe National Park.

In 1988, in the Virunga Volcanoes (Rwanda, Uganda and DRC), six female gorillas died of respiratory illness and 27 other cases were treated with penicillin injections. This illness occurred in three of the four tourist-habituated groups and in one of the three research-habituated groups. Eighty-one per cent of the apes in the affected groups showed signs of sickness, suggesting that the disease may have been new to this population. Serological and pathological evidence for measles virus in one gorilla suggested that measles or a related morbillivirus was responsible (Sholley & Hastings, 1989; Byers & Hastings, 1991). As a result, tighter controls on the health of tourists, guides and researchers entering the park were implemented, and 65 gorillas in the seven habituated groups were vaccinated by dart-gun injection against measles. No further signs of respiratory disease were seen after the initiation of the vaccination
in a habitat that they share with gorillas (Ashford et al., 1996). A study in Gombe National Park showed that the number of parasite species isolated from chimpanzees and olive baboons *Papio anubis* was greatest in the groups that had the most contact with humans (Nutter et al., 1993).

In 1966, at Kasakela Community, Gombe, an outbreak of a paralytic disease, probably poliomyelitis, killed six chimpanzees and crippled six others. Three other chimpanzees disappeared at that time and were presumed to have also died from polio. Oral polio vaccine was given to the surviving chimpanzees. No samples were taken at the time and it can only be surmised that the source of the infection was the concurrent poliomyelitis epidemic in the local human population (Goodall, 1983, 1986).

Two years earlier there was a similar outbreak of paralytic disease among wild chimpanzees at Beni in eastern DRC. Seven individuals in a group of 48 were afflicted by a limb paresis, thought to have been caused by polio infection (Kortlandt, 1996). Although most visitors and researchers would have been immunised against polio, the villagers, guides, guards and illegal intruders would probably not have been. An additional concern is that oral polio vaccine can result in the shedding of viable poliovirus in faeces for periods of up to 30 days (Jong, 1995).

**Indirect routes of transmission**

A number of infectious diseases are transmitted by biting insects, intermediate hosts, or transferred on living or inanimate objects. Common cold and influenza viruses are easily transferred by contact with contaminated objects discarded in the environment. Boots, which are difficult to disinfect, have been known to spread infectious diseases.

Vector-borne diseases, such as malaria, filariasis and a wide range of arboviruses, require arthropods for their transmission. Young orang-utans kept in close proximity to humans are commonly infected with human malaria, transmitted by mosquitoes, whereas wild orang-utans are infected with only two species of malarial parasites, neither of which infect humans (Kilbourn et al., 1998). Most of the arboviruses, such as dengue fever and yellow fever, have complex cycles involving a range of host species, including mammals, birds and biting arthropods. Human disturbance of habitats can create better conditions for vectors, allowing them to increase in abundance, or may introduce them into new areas; with these new vectors may come new viruses or viral strains.

The clinical signs of yaws, a debilitating disease caused by the human pathogen *Treponema pertenue*, have been observed frequently in gorillas in western...
Central Africa (Cousins, 1972). This disease is most easily spread by direct contact, but non-biting flies can also transfer the causal organism from individuals with active lesions to superficial skin wounds on other individuals (Brack, 1987). Yaws is endemic in the human population in some parts of Africa (Widy-Wirsky, 1985), and transmission by flies from humans to apes, and vice-versa, is probable.

The influence of stress

Ecosystems are being fragmented, disrupted, restricted and increasingly utilised by people, and these disturbances could cause stress to the great apes. Stress may facilitate the transmission of disease and the consequent development of more pathogenic strains of diseases (May, 1988; Rossiter, 1990; Holmes, 1996). Habituation is likely to cause stress in apes, although it is not known to what extent this occurs or whether the level of stress reduces as the habituation progresses. However, chronic stress can lead to a number of immunological, gastrointestinal and cardiovascular changes that may alter susceptibility to diseases (von Holst, 1988), including those contracted from humans and those already carried by the apes, such as common parasites and viral infections (Butynski & Kalina, 1998; Butynski, 2001). In addition, the parasite burdens of habituated groups might be unnaturally high; in the Bwindi Impenetrable National Park parasite burdens were found to be higher in habituated gorillas than in unhabituated gorillas (Kalema, 1995).

A disease that appears to be exacerbated by stress is sarcoptic mange (scabies) (Graczyk et al., 2001), a parasitic skin infection that resulted in the death of one young gorilla during an outbreak of the disease in a habituated group in Bwindi Impenetrable National Park (Macfie, 1996). The source of the infection was not confirmed, but scabies is endemic in the local human population (Kalema et al., 1998). Another potential example is an alpha herpes virus that is known to infect more than 50% of the gorillas in the Virunga Volcanoes (Eberle, 1992; Eberle & Hilliard, 1995). At present this infection is subclinical, but it could become patent if the animals were under stress. Most of the gorillas in the Virunga Volcanoes are also infected with the intestinal parasitic worm *Oesophagostomum stephanostomum*. This worm is said to have been responsible for the deaths of many apes in zoos during the 1950s and 60s, when standards of care were lower than today and the apes were assumed to be stressed (Cousins, 1972). The possible effects of the stress of repeated close human contact on habituated great apes warrant further investigation (Butynski & Kalina, 1998; Butynski, 2001).

Discussion

The increasing popularity of ape-based tourism, and the long-term presence of researchers, park staff and local people within the range of habituated apes, are likely to increase the potential for the transmission of pathogens. Many tourists come into close proximity with habituated apes whilst exhibiting the clinical signs of potentially serious infectious diseases, and few are adequately vaccinated (Adams et al., 2001).

Adherence to the existing regulations for visiting the great apes would greatly reduce the risk of disease transmission between humans and apes. Unfortunately, in spite of training courses for guards and guides, and the provision of information leaflets for visitors, there are many reports of contravention of the rules by both tourists and their official escorts (Butynski & Kalina, 1998; Adams et al., 1999, 2001; Butynski, 2001; G. Kalema, pers. comm.). In the case of gorillas, these include:

- Exceeding the maximum allowed tourist group size for viewing gorillas (usually 6–8, but groups of up to at least 32 have visited gorillas).
- Approaching closer than the permitted 5 m (7 m is now recommended), and making physical contact with the gorillas.
- Staying with the gorillas for more than the permitted 1 hour.
- Defecation, vomiting, spitting and smoking within sight of gorillas.
- Discarding used tissues, cigarette ends, film cartons, banana skins and other debris in the gorillas’ habitat.
- Using an electronic flash for taking photographs.
- Visits by children younger than 15 years.
- Visits by people who are obviously ill.
- Disregard of the regulations by military escorts.
- Park officials not checking children’s ages or the health status of tourists when tour vehicle drivers collect permits.

While these are particular problems in the case of gorilla-based tourism, the findings of Adams et al. (1999, 2001) indicate that habituated chimpanzees are similarly threatened. Data on disease transmission and interspecies contact between humans and orang-utans are limited because habituation of free-ranging orang-utans for research and tourism is not as widespread as it is for gorillas and chimpanzees. Disease transmission does occur when orang-utans are habituated for rehabilitation and release programmes, but these are not the subject of this paper. We suggest that the following recommendations should be considered if the risks of disease transmission to great apes are to be reduced:
• Before the tourists reach the national park they should be made aware of the regulations for visiting, and the disease risks for the apes. The provision of facemasks would emphasise the latter point.
• Rewards, in excess of tourist tips, should be offered to guards and guides for diligently enforcing the rules.
• Information about local outbreaks of disease should be obtained from local health authorities.
• Researchers and relevant park and project staff should be appropriately vaccinated and free from gastro-intestinal parasites. Vaccinations should include tuberculosis, measles, mumps, rubella, yellow fever and polio (killed injectable vaccine only).
• Researchers, guards and guides should be tested annually for TB if they are not vaccinated (vaccination can produce false positive test results).
• Faeces, vomit and other debris should be removed in disposable containers, or buried at least 50 cm deep if deposited in the apes’ habitat.
• The frequency of ranger patrols around the apes’ habitats should be increased to reduce illegal entries.
• Autopsies should be performed on dead apes whenever possible, but only by veterinarians or other trained personnel who have access to protective clothing, facemasks, rubber gloves, disinfectants and equipment for specimen preservation and storage.
• Guards, guides and other local people should be made aware of the dangers of handling, butchering and eating the flesh of dead apes.
• All tourists proposing to visit habituated great apes should be required to undergo health screening and to produce an up-to-date vaccination certificate.

These recommendations represent a ‘best practice’ scenario. Tourists and others who visit habituated apes often have the potential to introduce serious infectious diseases. It would seem that it is only a matter of time before an introduced disease, such as paralytic poliomyelitis, pneumonia, measles or tuberculosis, enters and devastates a population of habituated apes. When this occurs there will no doubt be much debate on the relative benefits derived from tourism and the risks of further endangering the existence of ape populations through the introduction of disease.
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